
New Cabling for INFN GEMs Cosmic Stand

- 3 full days to disentangle the cables, and re-bundle

⇨This is how Leo and I spent the Easter week end 

- Move all UVa GEMs storage shelves to one side

- Would still require a lot of effort if we want to replace cable



Unstable Operation of the DAQ - Readout

⇨We have been struggling with the DAQ since Sunday afternoon: Different sort of problems

⇨ Identify 5 or 6 MPDs modules that can not be configured properly. Might be just a minor issue

⇨Leo sent a screenshot of the error we are getting to Paolo’

⇨We replace one of these module by a spare INFN MPD and another by a UVa MPD

⇨Wanted to replace all by UVa MPDs but these modules have an older firmware and waiting for Alex or Ben Raydo

to upgrade

⇨ Other MPDs on the setup have time out issues ⇨ Might be a software problem (CODA problem?) 

⇨We need in parallel to have help looking at the readout / electronic issue

⇨Not worried so much about the cosmic data but rather if the hole MPD electronic has been proven to run n a stable 

way fully loaded

⇨We need to worry about all the problem we have been facing for many weeks now with the readout electronics

⇨Might just be that we need a more robust CODA ROL code 

⇨Right now we can run 8 MPDs (2 full INFN GEM chambers) in a more or less stable fashion

⇨But to do so, we have to make a small modification in cable connection (see next slide)



One suggestion on the readout hardware 

⇨Replace patch panels for the 4-slot back planes by direct connection 

⇨Using short cable – long cable using HDMI male-male adapter )

⇨Patch panel connecting 3 4-slot back planes from 3 INFN 

GEMs module is replaced by 3 HDMI male-male adapter for 

analog signal 

⇨This solves some of the time out issue we are having

⇨Similar solution we adopted for the 12-slot back planes for UVa 

GEMs

⇨Advantages

⇨Connection is far more stable than using PP ⇨ Don’t have to 

worry about damaging the connector on PP

⇨ It take less space in the cable trays and allow easier access

⇨Can basically get rid of half of the analog PP in the setup

⇨Easier to trace/track faulty connections



Summary

⇨Leo is on his way back to Catania

⇨We have re-arrange the cabling and clean up the cosmic stand but we still have more to do

⇨We are getting another rack (from Chuck) where we can set the LV power supply, DAQ PC and other devices

⇨Need to work a little on optimizing the cosmic trigger

⇨ Instabilities of the DAQ/readout is a big worry, we would need to understand 

⇨Data taking has not started yet but I got the manual from Leo and basically know how to get started

⇨Will resume the activities next week (Have to be back to UVa this week for some personal reasons)


